Energy East and New Brunswick
TransCanada’s Energy East, the largest tar sands pipeline proposed yet,
would cross more than 280 rivers and streams in New Brunswick.
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to Saint John, New Brunswick and would have the capacity to transport 1.1 million barrels
of oil every day. There would be six pump stations in this province.

This pipeline has not yet been approved. TransCanada has already been forced to push
back the construction timeline for this pipeline after cancelling the proposed Cacouna port
because of strong opposition in Quebec. Construction is slated to begin in 2017. Expected
federal government changes to pipeline reviews are expected to cause further delays.

The Energy East pipeline is facing a growing wall of
opposition all along its route because of the serious
risks it presents while offering few rewards.
TransCanada’s pipeline safety record in Canada is bad and
it is getting worse.
The portion of the existing pipeline that will be converted as part of the Energy East
project is up to 40-years-old and has ruptured nine times since 1991. Two whistleblowers
have come forward with serious allegations against TransCanada for not following Canadian pipeline regulations. The leak detection system can’t detect a spill less than 1.5% of
the daily volume. This means a spill of 2.6 million litres could go undetected!
Threats to waterways
Energy East would ship oil, including diluted bitumen, which presents heightened risks
when spilled in or near waterways. Heavy bitumen sinks more quickly in water, making it
harder to cleanup. A recent federal report found not enough is known about the toxicity of
bitumen, or its effects. In New Brunswick, Energy East’s path crosses key tributaries to the
Saint John River, including the Madawaska, Tobique and Kennebecasis rivers. It crosses
tributaries threatening Grand Lake with a major oil spill. It also comes near protected
wellfield areas as well as one of Saint John’s drinking water intakes.
Export pipeline
Up to 1 million barrels of Energy East’s 1.1 million barrels per day are destined for export
to international markets like the U.S., Europe and India. While TransCanada claims Energy East would replace oil imports to Atlantic Canada, they are relying on old data. It will
also do very little to slow oil by rail exports, which, under current low oil prices, are a far
less economical method to ship oil from Western to Eastern Canada.
Jobs?
TransCanada has a track record of overestimating the number of jobs generated by their
pipeline projects. An independent report for the Ontario Energy Board, and another focusing on Quebec, found that TransCanada’s job promises and projections for local economic
benefits are likely over estimated. Most jobs will be short-term while building the pipeline.
On the other hand, an oil or bitumen spill in the Bay of Fundy would devastate thousands
of local, good jobs in the tourism and fishing industry.

For more information about the Council of Canadians Energy East
New Brunswick campaign visit NoEnergyEastNB.ca or call (506) 292-7190.

